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Abstract—Relational databases have been the main model for information data storage, retrieval and administration.A relational database is a 

table-based data system where there is no scalability, insignificant information duplication, computationally costly table joins and trouble in 

managing complex information.  

The greatest inspiration of NoSQL is adaptability. NoSQL information stores are broadly used to store and recover potentially a lot of 

information.In this paper, we assess four most famous NoSQL databases: Cassandra, MongoDB, and CouchDB.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hadoop gets much of the big data credit, but the reality is that 

NoSQL databases are far more broadly deployed. For store and 

analyze the information, through custom engineering 

development at large web sites and services like Amazon, 

Google, Yahoo!, Facebook, etc., new types of DBs have 

emerged called NoSQL (Not Only SQL).[1-3] A SQL database 

is a relational database which is strictly based on relation 

(tables) to store data.Tables can be related and linked with each 

other with the use of foreign keys or common columns. 

Discussed the possibilities to use NoSQL databases such as 

MongoDB, CouchDB and Cassandra in large-scale sensor 

network systems. The results show that while Cassandra is the 

best choice for large critical sensor application, MongoDB is 

the best choice for a small or medium sized noncritical sensor 

application. [4] On the other hand, MongoDB has a moderate 

performance when using virtualization; by contrast, read 

performance of Cassandra is heavily affected by virtualization. 

CassandraDB is a database management system that to handle 

very large amounts of data which is distributed across several 

servers. It provide highly available service with no single point 

of failure. Cassandra has become so popular. Cassandra was 

also developed using Java.[17] It was formed by Apache 

Software Foundations and released in 2008.It involves the 

concepts of key-value stores and column-store database as it is 

based on Amazon‟s Dynamo Model and Google‟s Big table. 

Some of the features of Cassandra are dynamic schema, 

partition tolerance, high availability, persistence, high 

scalability etc. Applications that use Cassandra are banking and 

finance, social networking websites and real time data analytics 

etc. Cassandra is also used by Adobe, Twitter, eBay etc. The 

drawback of Cassandra is that read operations are 

comparatively slower than write operations. 

HBase is evolved after Google‟s BigTable in addition to is 

open source, distributed and non-relational database written in 

java.HBase offers Bigtable-like capability for Hadoop as itspart 

of Apache software basis”s Apache Hadoop task.It is also run 

on HDFS (Hadoop dispensed report system). HBase functions 

consist of in-memory operation, compression and Bloom filters 

on as per column basis.Several data-pushed websites like 

facebook‟s Messaging are now serving by HBase.  

MongoDB is a record situated database. It stores information 

as BSON structure. These archives are put away in a gathering. 

Right now, MonggoDB gives official driver support to C, C++, 

C#, Java, Node.js, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, Scala, Go and 

Erlang. MongoDB can undoubtedly be utilized with any of 

these dialects. There are some other group upheld drivers as 

well however the previously mentioned ones are authoritatively 

given by MongoDB.  

CouchDB is an open source database created by Apache 

programming establishment. The emphasis is on the usability, 

grasping the web. It is a NoSQL record store database. 

CouchDB have a HTTP-based REST API, which speaks with 

the database effectively. Also, the straightforward structure of 

HTTP assets and strategies (GET, PUT, DELETE) are 

straightforward and use.As we store information in the 

adaptable archive based structure, there is no compelling 

reason to stress over the structure of the information. CouchDB 

gives simple to-utilize replication, utilizing which you can 

duplicate, share, and synchronize the information amongst 

databases and machines. It is useful in applications where 

information changes periodically on which pre-characterized 

inquiries ought to be utilized. CouchDB is being utilized for 

CMS framework, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), 

Facebook applications like Horoscope and so on. Few 

Disadvantages of CouchDB are no support for specially 

appointed questions, transitory perspectives in CouchDB are 

moderate on huge datasets and so on. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

ABM Moniruzzaman et al. supply classification, characteristics 

and evalution of NoSQL databases in huge insights Analytics 

[1].This consider report motivation to offer a reasonable 

dominance of the qualities and weekness of changed NoSQL 

database systems to helping groups that approach awesome 

measured volumes of truths, further on give an overall layout 

of this non-social NoSQL databases.  

Joao Ricardo Lourenco et al.had accomplished the general 

execution connection of various NoSQL databases[2]. In this 

paper ,extraordinary had amassed an expedient and connection 

of NoSQL engines, their most outrageous accommodating use 

case conditions from the engineer viewpoint, their purposes of 

intrigue and hindrances with the guide of measuring the 

straightforwardly in the business focus composing. In this 

paper exceptional contemplated that even through there are a 

diffusuion of research and examines of NoSQL 

technology,There is not satisfactory information cutting edge 

affirm however glorify each non-social database is in the midst 

of a specific condition or machine. plus, each working system 

differs from some other and every one the foreordained 

functionalities and instruments to an incredible degree 

influence the database selection.Normally there's no hazard of 

totally determining the fundamental estimations answer.  

Stephen Kaisler et al. provided an creation to massive 

information: challenges, opportunities and realities[10].Huge 

information stays a maturing and evolving area.Huge statistics 

databases and files have scaled at the far facet the capacities 

and the talents of enterprise path structures.Author concludes 

that growing varity of disciplanes and downside domain names 

where large statistics has a sway and one sees a upward push in 

the varity of demanding situations opportunities for bog 

information to own a critical effect on commercial 

enterprise,technology and authorities. 

Ciprian-Octavian Truica et al.had done performance evaluation 

for CRUD opearions in asynchronously replicated record 

oriented database[14]. This paper examines asynchronous 

replication, one the numerous key options for an ascendible and 

flexible machine. three of the maximum in style report-

orientated Databases, MongoDB, CouchDB, and Couchbase, 

aretested. author concludes that even though CouchDB  plays 

very well for the insert ,replace and delete.NoSQL databases 

much higher than  relational ones.  

Aviv Ron et al. had analyzed the deliver of these vulnerabilities 

and gift methodologies to mitigate the attacks [15].Author 

sendorse the usage of mature databases with 

inherent protection capabilities. however, even use 

of the maximum comfy statistics keep could no longer save 

you injection assaults that leverage vulnerabilities within 

the internet applications getting  

Access to the records store.  

Supriya S. pore et al. had completed comparative study of 

study of SQL and NoSQL databases[12].  

This assessment paper is to pick the basics of sq. also, NoSQL 

databases and thus the similar assessment of these 2 databases. 

This assessment paper is to pick the basics of sq. also, NoSQL 

databases and thus the similar assessment of these 2 databases. 

This paper besides depicts the Axiomatics of SQL and NoSQL 

databases. Corrosive resources isn't alway sutilized inside the 

NoSQL databases way to insights consistency. This 

paper furthermore describes samples of sq. databases and types 

of NoSQL databases on the basis of CAP Theorem. Databases 

are horizontally ascendible virtually in case of NoSQL 

databases and vertically ascendible in case of square databases. 

This paper has explored the usage of graph-based totally 

NoSQL databases to assist accendible staying energy of model 

via exploiting the index-free of nodes provided by way of these 

stores. 

III. RESULTS 

The experiments tested the performance of CRUD operations: 

1) CREATE. New information is added to the database 

utilizing JavaScript for MongoDB and the Rest API for 

CouchDB and Couchbase. Records are included each one in 

turn.  

2) READ. This chooses and returns every one of the remarks 

for a given article. This operation is done on the single example 

just, in light of the fact that in the disseminated Master-Slave 

design just a single machine executes the read.  

3) UPDATE. The tests intended for this operation refresh the 

substance field of an archive in the remarks accumulation with 

new information. For MongoDB this is finished by 

straightforwardly refreshing the field. For CouchDB and 

Couchbase it required a SELECT operation that gets all the 

data and after that UPDATE can be performed.This is on 

account of the UPDATE is at record level [7][8]. Before 

refresh, every one of the archives arescanned for getting the 

exceptional identifier, yet this operation is not accounted while 

ascertaining the execution time.  

4) DELETE. This operation erases every one of the information 

in the database.  
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on Apache Hadoop and 
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Performance   Excellent Loading Speeds are 

better than retrieval 

speeds 

  High 

performance 

 at biggest scale 
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Implementation 

Language 

 C++ Erlang Java Java and using hadoop 

Distributed file system  

 

      

      

Data scheme schema-free schema-free schema-free   schema-free  
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Database model 

JavaScript 

 

 

Document store 
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Wide column 

store 
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Scheme 

 

Consistent Hashing 

 

Consistent Hashing 

(third party) 

 

Consistent 

Hashing 

 

  Range Based 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 This paper is main focus on which database is best 

performance by different implementation ofNoSQL. The 

results display that while Cassandra is the best choice for huge 

critical sensor application, MongoDB is the best choice for a 

small or medium sized noncritical sensor application. [8]For 

the facts retrieval operation,  

The overall performance of Cassandra is about 50% better in 

comparison is nearly 70% quicker than MongoDB for the 

unique numbers of statistics.While appearing information 

advent operation Cassandra is ready 18% higher than 

MongoDB,this is the least performance of Cassandra over 

MongoDB.Collectively we are capable to mention that for all 

database operations Cassandra is lots higher than 

MongoDB,even therange of statistics are an awnful lot less or 

massive. 
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